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The Army Projcct Manager for Training Devices (PM TRADE) identified. need in 1988 10 categorize training 
relevant technology . The need was driven by PM TRADE's desire 10 provide invesbneot guidance 10 industry and 
government, and 10 identify technology gaps in training 1eCImo1ogy. A sttaIcgy 10 manage this IeCImology 
investment has been implemenled for PM TRADE by the University of CeoIraI Florida's Instiblre for Simulation 
and Training. Key elemenlS or the sttategy include. technology integralioo plan, an .mom.1ed daIa base or 
supporting facts and specific information, and a news bulletin published quarlerly for PM TRADE. These elements 
will be used 10 communicate and coordinale technology initiatives with industry, academia and other government 
organizations. The framewodl: for the technology integration plan and the daIa base is comprised of desaiptions 
of fields of endeavor (technology areas, such as visual systems IeCImology). The infcrmatioo in the relational daIa 
base fuels the continuing assessment of technology trends, and swnmarizes IeCImology activities. Consideration 
is being given 10 making as much of the daIa base as possible open 10 wide spread access while including industry 
sensitive information for use within the government only. The tota1 StIategy is expccled 10 be beneficial by: (I) 
leveraging avai1able Army funding for tIaining technology, (2) aiding PM TRADE incaporatioo of advanced 























This is the final report for a component of a contract from the Anny Project Manager for Training Devices (PM 
TRADE) to the Instirute for Simulation and Training (1ST) of !be University of Central Florida (Contract N61339-
88-0-0009, Deli~ Order 00(1). This report deals with PM TRADE's technology investment strategy and 
specifically several ways of gathering, evaioating and disseminating information relating to research and develop-
ment for Anny training sysrems. The autbors wish to express their appreciation to the foUowing PM TRADE 
personnel for theircontributions to the =n:h described in this report Dr. Ronald Hofer, Mr. Stan Goodman, Ms. 
Connie FiSCher, Mr. Dennis Kriha. and Mr. Ray Green. Mr. ErnieSmartofiST served as Program Manager. Other 
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An Information Base for 
PM TRADE'S Technology Investment Strategy 
INTRODUCTION 
The state-of-the-art in simulation and llaining technology must be advanced in order 10 meet the increasing 
tIaining requirements caused by incJeascd weapon system complexity. In its technology iovcsblltllt Slra1Cgy, 
PM TRADE has the mission 10 develop and advance the state-of-the-art in simulation and llaining device 
technology with the overall goal of producing mere efficienl AmIy tIaining systems. 
In creating an invesanent strategy, the agency making the investment must be considered. This report discusses 
the investtnent being made primarily by the government, and 10 a lesser extent by indusuy. The primary 
objective of the technology invesunenl strategy is 10 identify and promote the transfez of technology inro fielded 
capabilities. A fuodamtlltal element of the strategy is 10 capitalize on existing government, univezsity and 
industrial programs and facilities. It is critically imponaDt that government communicate its research needs and 
thrusts 10 a broad community in order for technology advancements 10 occur across several fronts. It is the goal 
of PM TRADE to commllllicate these research needs in order 10 facilitate a dialogue with variOllS Iaborat.ories. 
This dialogue will povide the seed for specific research efforts which can be ftmded in a variety of ways. 
Three vehicles developed in this poject fa- communicating technology needs and accomplishments are 
described in this report: 
Technology Research Integration Plan, organized around technology areas, called "fields of endeavor." 
data base residing on PM TRADE's LAN (local area network) which contains descriptions of projects 
and techooques important for the technology base supporting the AmIy's llaining systems. 






















In order to describe rec/mology investmelllS poperly, it is necessary to define who the investor is, what the 
investment consists of, and what can be expected as a return on the investment. In the C&ge of rec/mology, the 
investa" is a govermlC2lt, indusuy, oc academic entity. Although these investors make their investments foc 
different reasons, die outcomes of the invesnnent an: not necessarily inconsistent 
2 
The government (particularly PM 1RADE) makes financial investments in the technology base in order 10 b:cp 
an active indUSlrial base able to meet emerging training requirements in a cost and training-efJective manner. 
rums in the industrial sector make investments in rec/mology to meet customer requirements and enhance their 
cocnpelitive position in future proclD'ClllenlS. 
Groups in the the academic sector make technology investments to increase the knowledge base, to satisfy 
man's inquisitive nawre, and to provide an environment conducive to learning. 
Several disturbing trends in IeChnology investment an: noteworthy. Resean:h funding from all government 
sources has been declining for several years. IndUSlrial invesnnent in Internal Researcb and Development 
(IRAD) is stagnating in order to keep overhead costs down. Research funding in the academic community is 
being fueled to an increasing extent through foreign invesnnent These trends have been related with a decline 
in technology investment, profits and competitiveness. 
Technology Assessment 
The goal of IeChnology assessment is 10 provide insight into the use of research efforts which impact training 
and simulation. In addition, the goals of IeChnology assessment must be related in time to short ImJI and long 
ImJI efforts. The timing of research is critical. Short tenn IeChnology efJons tend to be oriented to a specific 
llaining device or llaining defICiency, while long tenn efJorts tend to be less specific with respect to product 
application. (For the purpose of this report, five years oc less is considered a short tenn assessment) 
Technology has a profound impact on the simulation and training development process. Technological ad-
vances affect simulation and llaining from the definition of the requirements of a training syStem to the 10-
gisitics suppon of fielded devices. In addition, technological impacts on a panicular weapon system often drive 
llaining device capabilities and requirements. 
In order to limit the scope of PM 1RADE's IeChnology assessment and data base development, IeChnology 
assessment and categorization was limited to IeChnologies which manifest tbemsel ves in a piece of training 
equipment This includes not only hardwan: and softwan: systems, but also innovative ways which must be 
developed to assess the coot and llaining effectiveness of a panicuIar implementation of IeChnoiogy. 
Managing the sheer bulk of IeChnological information relating to simulation and llaining has been a problem. 
Industry has not always had access to necessary information from the government to make infOrmed decisions 
in managing their IeChnology invesnnent 
It is important to have a consistent set of rules in onler to assess IeChnology. The Technology Rsnrrh and 
Integration PIau and associated data base developed by 1ST provide these ground rules. The construct of a field 
of endeavor provides the primary building block for developing the integration plan and data base. These fields 




















BOIh !he dala base and !he technology inlegration plan are organized around !he following fields of endeavor: 
• Engagement Simulation and Insttumentation Technology 
• Real-time, Man-in-tbe-loop Simulation Technology 
Low Cost. Complexity Training Simulation Technology 
• Visual Simulation Technology. 
• Training Acquisition Technology 
• Artificiallnlelligence and Interactive Information Technology 
Each field of endeava- discussion estabIisbcs a domain of emerging or advancing technological opportunity. 
The goal of !he inregralioo plan and daIa base is to provide a means to capitalize 00 technology invesImcIIt by 
assessing JeSCaICh effons wilhin !he conleXt of loog rerm AnDy training requirements. These nqWn:menlS 
include: 
3 
• increased substitutioo of simulalion approaches (stand-alone devices and/IX" embedded capabilities) for 
conventional training and practice 00 operational equipmenL 
• !he need to prepare fIX" lower aptitude personnel operating and maintaining increasingly sophisticated 
equipmenL 
systematic apIXOOChes for reducing recurring and nonrecurring ttaining costs. 
training capabilities suiled fIX" National Guard and Reserve Component use. 
increased use of artificial inleUigence (AI) technologies. 
• increased application and system integration of new and emerging techniques for graphical 
representation of ideas, concepts, and simulared battle environments. 
use of microcomputers for delivering technical informatioo and ttaining. 
use of large-scale multi-player simulatioo networking. 
These general nquirements provide a framework fIX" considering investment strategies which can be applied by 






















Technology Research and Integration Plan 
This document describes fields of endeavor (see Appenidx E) and provides a baseline assessment of relevant 
technology's impact on ttaining and simulation. The methodology can also provide research entities a forum 10 
inform 1bc government of n:scarcb, and a means 10 receive feedback onlbe Anny's pcn:eption and assessment 
of ClKI'CDtlCCbnology efforts. The major fields of endeavor currently contained in 1bc integration plan include: 





Real Time Man-in the-Loop Simulation Technology 
Sinudalio1l Networks 
Balllquid Simu/alions 
ModJUar Design Slalldards 
SlaIIdard, Reusable, Rapidly ReconfiglUable Data Bases 
Low Cosl/Complexity Simulation 
Novel Techniques for Low Fidelity Training Devices 
Tesl Bedfor Costrrraining Effectiveness Evaluations 
Generic ReconfiglUable Designs 
Visual Simulation Technology 
Visual Presentation Technologies 
Visual PerformllllCe 
Training Acquisition Technology 
Total Training System 
Represenlalion aNi Simulation 
Optimha/io1l of Training Device COSlaNi Effectiveness 
Embedded Training 
Training Cost Effectiveness RelaliOflShips aNi Data Bases 
Artificial Intelligence and Interactive Infonnational Processes 
AutomaJed Instructional Process 
Job Aitfjng 






















In developing the technology integralion plan, 1ST was faced with the !aSk of devising a way ID accumulate and 
caIaIogue current technology thrusts. This may appear 10 be a straightforward task, but it proved and still 
proves 10 be a challenging effort. The fust challenge was 10 devise a way 10 manage the sheer magnitude of 
available data reIaItJd 10 training and simulation. The second challenge was ID develop a methodology 10 
organize the data in a manner suitable 10 the consumers of such data. The third challenge was to develop a 
means 10 safeguard sensitive data, and fourth was 10 provide an incentive for data providers 10 JXOvide such 
data. 
1ST used classical systems engineering principles 10 meet these chaUenges in developing a system which can 
capture, catalogue. and assess technology. The systems engineering process recognizes the need for refinement 
and therefore offers a series of feedback loops 10 allow refinement of processes and procedW"CS as development 
proceeds. This process began and continues 10 evolve to meet the needs of both consumers and providers oi 
technology relevant 10 training and simulation. 
The amount of information necessary to assess the impact of technology on a paniaIIar field of endeavor is 
quite large. Initially, members of 1ST thought visits 10 industrial, government and academic sires would JXOvide 
the required information. This approach proved 10 be unsatisfactory for seve.-al re&'!OOS. The first reason relates 
10 the efficient use of resources. Data gathering is a time consuming mauer when the data is located in diverse 
geographic locations and in diverse forms. 1ST's staff simply was not prepared to embarl< on such a task, 
Secondly, two other constraints would make such a !aSk impractical even if resources were available. Research-
ers are often constrained by the nature of desired data. In the case of technology development, much of the 
data was proprietary in nature and there was a natural reluctance of many industrial organizations to part with 
their Internal Research and Development efforts 10 an intermediary, such as 1ST. 
Also, research and development efforts tend 10 be dynamic. Therefore, gathering such data would prove 10 be 
impractical unless the entity was staffed 10 such a degree that data could be gathered on an aImosl continuous 
basis. 
PM TRADE and 1ST have developed a method 10 alleviate the problems noted above with respect 10 data 
gathering. 1ST has reviewed pertinent training and simulation documentation with respect 10 research and 
development initiatives from a111hree services. Such documents as the Anny's Aviation Simulation Master 
Plan and Navy 2000 documentation have been reviewed by 1ST. 
In addition, specific laboratory programs, such as the Air Force's Helmet Mounted Display efforts, have been 
reviewed. These documents, available from many government soun:es (in the unclassified versions) formed a 
basis fa- an initial technology assessment This assessment is reflected in the Technology Inu;gration P!ap for 
Training Systems and Devices. 
Data Base 
The data base to cross-reference research programs is being developed using the Techpogy Integration Plan. 
Data base development is at an early stage of development, but once fully developed, the data base will serve 
multiple purposes. It will be used as a source of information 10 analysts and engineers seelr.ing information on 
the state-of-the-an in training and simulation. This data base will also be used 10 identify the technology thrusts 




















Query Next Previous Add Update Re.ave File Screen current Master Detail 
oUtput Bye .* 1: lsedata tile •• 
Sponsored Researcb Entry FOr1l (page 1) 









Date of last change : (ma/dd/yy): (o%%~ 
Originator: ( J 
Location: ( Document Type: 
Reviewed (LSE/FOE):(Y/N) () Initials: ( 
(IST): (Y/N) (J Classification: 
••• Press S to go to the 2nd screen 
Figur. 1 Sampl. Data Entry ScrHn for Data Base 
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The form is suitable 10 report research effons and references which have an impact on ttaining and simulation. 
1ST has been making inputs inlO Ibis data base for several months. As pan of the data base enlfy process, 1ST 
has been evalualing the man-machine interface of Ihe data base in an alpha leSt sile mode. 
Considerntion is being given 10 upgrnding the data base 10 accept industrial inputs wilh limiled access applied 10 
proIeCt proprietary data. As much of the data base as possible would be accessible; industry-sensitive informa-
tion would be for use wilhin the government only. Using any combination of government, academic, or 
industrial entities, providers of information will be able 10 designate what type of users can view the data.. This 
Iimiled access capability should eliminale industry reluctance 10 share R&D efforts. 
The information in the data base fuels the conlinuing assessment of IeClmology !rends and summarizes known 
IeClmology activities. A relational structure will allow accessing information in the data base according 10 goals 
and objectives developed within Ihe fields of endeavor. 
The data base includes four secondary C8legories for organization: Lead Syslems Engineering, Mission Area 
Management, Areas of Technology, and Trnining Device C81egories. Topics falling under Ihese secondary 




















Lead System Engineering 
Air Defense Artillery or Air Defense 
Aviation 
BauIe Simulation 
Comma.nd and Control 
Close Combat Heavy 
Close Combat Light 
Communications 
Combat Service Support 
Combat Training Centers Communications 
Engagement Simulation 
Engineer, Mine Warfare 
FIre Support 
InteUigence, Electronic Warfare 
Maueuver Simulation 
Nuclear, Biological, Chemical 
Ranges and Targets 
Special Operations Forces 
Technical Integration Liason Officer 
Technical Planning and Integration 
Areas of Technology 
Artificial InteUigence 
Computer Hardware 
Computer Image Generation 
Computer Software 
English 
Flight Dynamics Simulation 
FIeld Training Devices 
Human Factors 
Neural Networks 
Terrain Data Bases 
Training Transfer 
Mission Areas Managers 




Command and Control 
Close Combat Heavy 
Close Combat Light 
Communications 
Combat Service Support 
Engineer, Mine Warfare 
Fire Support 
InteUigence Systems Management 
Information S ysteffiS Management 
Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical 
Science and Tech Base 
Special Operations Forces 
Test and Evaluation 
Training 
Training Devices 
Air Defense Artillery or Air Defense 
Aviation 
Command and Control 
Close Combat Heavy 
Close Combat Light 
Communications 
Combat Service Support 
Engineer Mine Warfare 
FueSupport 
InteUigence, Electronic Warfare 
Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical 
Ordnance 
Quartermaster 
Special Operations Forces 
Transportation 






















Figure 2 depicts bow Ihese key desaipcors are linked. 
Sponsored research Linked by seledion 
entry lorm 01 entry lorm option 
I 
Relational links Exerutive Summary 
to entry. 
by category. 
I I I 
Fields Misskln Training Areas 01 Technology 
01 endeavor areas Devices 
Figur. 2 Data Base Approach Showing linking 01 Key Descriptors 
De18 Ba .. OVerview l1le dola base is wriuen in Infonnix and moidcs on the nADE LAN whicb runs 
under a Xenix operating system. The daI8 base is designed to be used by engiDecn and scientist at PM nADE. 
1ST is mipOIlSible for fining the daI8 base. 
l1le dola base production involves three major efforts: I) designing and implementing the daI8 base at PM 
nADE,2) designing in-house dola base at 1ST, 3) filling the daI8 base wi!h appiOjHiate material. Figure 3 
depicts !he process of dola into !he PM nADE base. It also shows !he process or creating dola allST and 


























'-__ ---,,-., Re'/ iewl 
links I Ed iting 













E ~try And Re lational 
Unks Entered On A 
PC·Based Emulation Of 
The Intormix Menu 
And Field Structures 
Using dBA5E III Code 
F igure 3 Data Base Entry Procedure 
9 
The in-house data base is designed to emulate the IST/pM TRADE data base. It is made to be used by 1ST 
personnel for data enlT}' - the use of the in-house version reduces enlT}' time by approximately 2(3. It is written 
in Clipper and can be used on any DOS based PC. The data is stored in three separate data bases. Once the data 
is entered and edited (usually between 20 and th irty records) it is batched and delivered to PM TRADE to be 
entered into the main data base. For more information on the batching procedure reference, see Appendix B. 
Appendix C contains the computer code to allow an interface between 1ST and PM TRADE interfaces. 
Data Dictionary Description The full data dictionary is contained Appendix A. Information within the 
fields in the rUSt screen of the database are as follows : 
Field Number : Each field is assigned a unique number. The fields are arranged wi thin the diction-
ary in Field Number order. Field Numbers have no effect on searching. 
Field Name: 
Full Name: 
This is the name of the field that must beused to formulate searches and displays. 





















• FOrmal: Format defines !he maximum length and !he type of charnctelll within !he field. 
N indicaIes numeric and C indicates alphabetic charncrer. For example, Field I, Entry 
Number, has a format N5, which means !he field may contain anywbete from I to 5 
numeric charncrers. 
10 
• COTlIeTII: Content is a narrative explanation of !he purpose and nature of !he field. Contenl can also 
provide special notes aboul!he data. Sometimes an abbreviation is enrered in a field in 
place of data. 
• Exmnpks: Unlike !he other elements of the data dictionary, Examples does not always appear. II 
appears only when needed to better illustrate !he nature of !he data beyond wbal is 
provided in !he Fonnat and Content elements. 
News Bulletin 
Training Systems and Devices is a newsletter produced quarterly by !he Instilute for Simulation and Training 
under contract to PM TRADE. The newsletter is designed to highlight new programs and 1CCImoI0gy thrusts 
important for emerging uaining systems and devices. 
The TSD newsleuer was f1llll disbibuted at the 1988lnterservice/lndustry Training Sysrems Conference and has 
been mailed out upon publication since. Circulation is over 1000 and includes agencies in government, 
industry, and academia. Additional copies are given out at various meetings and conferences, bringing total 
readelllhip to 2000. 
Although most of !he articles have dealt with PM TRADE projects, plans are to solicit manuscripts from outside 
agencies. Currently, !he articles are wriuen based on interviews conducted by TSD edilOlll. The articles !hen 
enlee a review cycle, foUowed by layout and publication. 
The Spring 1989 issue ofTSD is contained in Appendix D. Topics covered in this issue include: 
Shoot Through Obscuration Miles (STOM) 
Upgrade of Opposing Force (OPFOR) Vehicles 






















AnticipaIed benefits of !he IOIaI Sb'BIegy (!he plan, !he news bulletin and !he data base) include: 
• Communicating and coordinating 1reIIds, goals, and objectives of Anny uaining and simulation 
technology. 
An invcsttnent strategy which uses available Anny funding 10 leverage !he advancement of 
technology wilhout duplication. 
• A source of cwrent infonnation for use by PM TItADE technical personnel for enhancing 
technology transfer inro fIelded applications. 
A soun:e of information by industry, academia, and 0Iber government agencies of key PM TItADE 









































PM TRADE Data Dictionary 
,. 
APPENDIX A 






































is assigned automatically by the data 
user can query certain records by using 
For example, >3 instructs the system to 
all records greater than 3. 











The data base has the capability of including or 
linking an executive summary along with the regular 
abstract. This capability is quite helpful 
especially when dealing with complex articles that 
cannot be summarized within the boundaries of the 
regular abstract. When X is present, it tells the 
user there is a more elaborate summary included . 
5-11 
SUMMARY l-SUMMARY 7 
SUMMARY 
C60 
Narrative description of the technical objective 












































DATE OF LAST CHANGE 
C8; MM/DD/YY 
A - 2 
Used to identify the date that minor corrections 











Location of the complete article, report, 1498, etc. 
in the library. To our purposes it will be 1ST 
followed by a letter and a number. 





Specifies which of the nine different types of 


















Government Reporting Forms 
Contract Report 
Briefings 
REVIEWED (LSE/FOE): YIN 
C1; YES/NO 
This entry will reveal if -the information was 

























































Name initials of the SHE. 





Verifies if the SHE is from 1ST (Institute for 












A - 3 
This field informs that there is an off-line graphic 
file included. For our purposes, we do not have the 






The name and/or number of the contract or grant 





Numbers of the contract instrument used to fund the 
contract or grant associated with Field 21. Contract 
numbers are entered as found in the source data, 
except that semicolons are removed. Multiple 























































A - .. 
Date the effort began or will begin. If date is 
unknown, the default value is 00/00/00. If day is 
unknown, 01 should be entered; for example, June 1984 
is stored 06/01/84. 
24 
C_DATE 
EST COMP DATE 
C8; (MM/DD/YY) 





completed or the estimated 
If date is unknown the default is 
FUNDING ORGANIZATION 
C40 
Name of the funding organization providing the 





Describes the method used to perform the study. 





An X in this field indicates that the research is 
intended to advance the state of the art. 
28 
ECD 
ENHANCING CURRENT DEVICES/SIMULATIONS; 
IDENTIFY DEVICES 
C3 
An X in this field indicates that the scope of the 
research is to enhance current devices in relation to 
the field of simulation a~d/or identify devices. 






















































A - 5 
An X in this field indicates that the research is 
intended to avoid risk in the development of 
simulation and training devices (by for example, 





Last two digits of the fiscal year of which funding 




PROF WORK YEARS 
C4 
Pertains to the standard man (work) years, which is 
equivalent to 2080 hrs, that will take to finish the 
project. When dealings with 1498's, it refers to the 





Total amount of financial resources available for the 
project . When dealing with 1498's, it refers to the 
estimated funding for the fiscal year, Field 30. 
33 
DOD_NAME 
DOD ORGANIZATION NAME 
C40 
DoD organization responsible for the project. 
Marine Corps Development and Education Office, 
Army Research Institute 
34 
DOD ADDR1 
DOD ORGANIZATION ADDRESS 
C53 
First line of postal address of the responsible DoD 




















































DOD ORGANIZATION ADDRESS 
C53 
A - 6 
Second Line of postal address of the responsible DoD 




DOD ORGANIZATION ADDRESS 
C53 
Third line of postal address of the responsible DoD 
organization named in Field 33. 





Name of the individual, from the responsible DoD 
organization, from whom additional information may be 
obtained. Entered as last name, first initial 
(without a period), and military rank (if 
appropriate). other titles (e.g., Dr.) are not used. 





Telephone number (commercial, Autovon, or both) for 
the responsible individual in Field 37. Entered in 




PERFORMING ORGANIZATION NAME 
C40 
The organization actually performing the project. 
Abbreviations are used where necessary. 
























































PERFORMING ORGANIZATION ADDRESS 
C53 
First line of postal address of the performing 




PERFORMING ORGANIZATION ADDRESS 
C53 
Second line of postal address of the performing 




PERFORMING ORGANIZATION ADDRESS 
C53 
A - 7 
Third line of postal address of the performing 
organization named in Field 39. 
Alexandria, VA 22314 
43 
PERF CONT 
PERFORMING ORGANIZATION CONTACT 
C40 
Name of the individual, from the performing 
organization, from whom additional information may b e 
obtained. Entered as last name, first initial 
(without a period), and military rank (if 
appropriate). Other titles (e.g., Dr . ) are not used. 
Each portion is separated by a space. Acceptable 




PERFORMING ORGANIZATION PHONE 
C13 
Telephone number (commercial, Autovon, or both) f or 
the responsible individual in Field 43 . 


















































A - 8 
Any words or phrases that identify the principal 
subjects covered in the report, and that conform to 
standard terminology and are exact enough to be used 
as subject index entries. certain acronyms or buzz 
words may be used if they are recognized by 
specialists in the field and have the potential for 
becoming accepted terms. 





Name of the investigators of the research. See Field 









ORG/PUBLISHER (BOOK), JOURNAL (ARTICLE): 
C60 
Narrative descriptions and bibliographic citations of 
end products, such as technical documents, journal 












































The appropriate pages for Field 62. 


































1ST/PM TRADE IN-HOUSE DATA BASE 
Batch Procedure Instructions 
Introduction 
The purpose of these instructions is to guide the user in 
archiving, converting, and batching to PM TRADE data created using 
the 1ST/ PM TRADE In-house data base. All of the facilities needed 
are located on the Zenith PC at 1ST. The following information is 
a step-by-step guide to insure successful transfer of data from 1ST 

































contact PM TRADB tor Last Record Number 
Call Dennis Kriha of PM TRADE at 380-4457 
Ask Dennis for the entry number of the last record in the 
IST/ PM TRADE data base 
Save the number for use later in the process 
Repeat steps 1-3 until successfully completed 
Logging on to the Zenith pc 
Turn on the PC using the switch on the power strip 
At the C:\> prompt type cd \dbase3 
Press <Enter> 
If the dBASE files are on a floppy disk insert the disk 
into the appropriate drive 
Converting dBASB piles to ASCII Piles 
If the dBASE files are on drive A, type copya 
Press <Enter> 
If the dBASE files are on drive B, type copyb 
Press <Bnter> 




When prompted for the entry number enter the number 
obtained from Dennis at PM TRADE 
Type trans 
Press <Enter> 






















Retrieve ASCII Files for Delivery 
Insert a formatted disk into drive A: 
Type copy trans*.txt A: 
Press <Enter> 
The disk is now ready to be delivered to PM TRADE 
Type zapall 
Press <Enter> 
Clear dBASE Files 
Respond to prompt with correct disk drive 
B-3 





































************************************ •• *** •• *********************** 
* LSEMENU 
* IST/ PH TRADE In-House Data Base 
* University of Central Florida/ Institute for simulation and 
* Training 
* written by John H. Bailey 7/5/89 
* 
****************************************************************** 
* lsemenu.prg This is the menu program for the 1ST 
* data base. 
* set status off 
clear all 
set color to bg+/n,n/w 
set talk off 
set bell off 
set dele on 
clear 




set wrap on 
set message to 23 center 
1ST/PH TRADE Data Bas e Me nu " 
==========.===.============== II 
@ 4, 23 prompt "Sponsored Research Entry Field" 
@ 5, 23 prompt "Fields of Endeavor" 
@ 6, 23 prompt "LSE/MAM/TD/AT" 
@ 7, 23 prompt "Executive summary" 
@ 8, 23 prompt "Quit" ; 
message "This will exit the program and return to DOS" 
Menu to choice 
do case 
case choice = 1 
do lse 
case choice = 2 
do foe 
case choice = 3 
do foe2 


















...... .... , ... 1. .. 
choice = 5 
clear 
set status on 
? 
? 
c - 2 
? You have exited the 1ST/PM TRADE 













lse.prg This is the main entry and update screen for the 
1ST/PM TRADE Data Base. It is invoked from the 
lsemenu.prg program. 
Do while .T. 
clear 
set wrap on 
set message to 24 center 
@ 0, 5 prompt "Add" message "Add record to data base" 
@ 0, col () + 2 prompt "Update" ; 
message "Update a current record" 
@ 0, colO + 2 prompt "Quit" message "Return to main menu" 
menu to choice2 
use lsemain 
do case 
case choice2 = 1 
do add 
case choice2 = 2 
do update 




* * this is the Add record procedure 
* 
Procedure add 
Do While lastkey() <> 17 
next = If II 
append blank 
go bottom 
replace entry_num with Recno() 
replace entry_date with '00/00/00' 
replace chg_date with '00/00/00' 
replace s_date with '00/00/00' 
replace c_date with '00/00/00' 
replace work-yrs with '0000' 
replace funds with '00000000' 
do lsefor 
clear 
@ 0, 20 say" <ctl> q to quit" 
wait " " to next 
enddo 
return 




Do While .T. 
clear 
set wrap on 
set message to 24 center 
@ 0, 5 prompt "All" message "Update all records" 
@ 0, col() + 2 prompt "Entry Num" 
message "Update by II, > II" 
@ 0, colO +2 prompt "Subject" ; 
message "Update by Subject" 
@ 0, colO + 2 prompt "Quit" message "Quit Updating" 
menu to choice3 
Do case 
Case choice3 = 1 
go top 
do run 
Ca se choice3 = 2 
cle ar 
? 
accept 'search> ' to entryn 
go top 
if val(substr(entryn,1,7» = 0 
locate for entry_num = val(substr(entryn,2,7» 
else 









Case choice3 = 3 
clear 
? 
accept 'search> ' to entryn 
go top 
do while .not. eof() 
if at(entryn, subj) 1# 0 









































* * a generic update procedure to update all of file from 
* a specified point 
* 
procedure run 






















C - 6 
* foe.prg - This is the fields of endeavor add and update 
* program. It is invoked from the 
* lsemenu.prg program. 
* 
* 
Do while .T. 
clear 
set wrap on 
set message to 24 center 
@ 0, 5 prompt "Add" message "Add field of endeavor" 
@ 0, col() + 2 prompt "Update" 
message "Update field of endeavor" 
@ 0, colO + 2 prompt "Quit" message "Return to main menu" 
menu to choice4 
use foedbf 
do case 
case choice4 = 1 
do add2 
case choice4 = 2 
do update2 




* * this is the Add record procedure 
* 
Procedure add2 
Do While lastkey() <> 17 
next = n tI 
append blank 
go bottom 
do foe for 
clear 
@ 0, 20 say" <ctl> q to quit" 
wait " " to next 
enddo 
return 
* * this is the update procedure 
* 
Procedure update2 
Do While .T. 
clear 
set wrap on 
set message to 24 center 
@ 0, 5 prompt "All" message "Update all records" 
@ 0, col() + 2 prompt "Entry Num" ; 





















@ 0, col() + 2 prompt "Quit" message "Quit Upda t i ng" 
menu to choiceS 
Do case 
Case choiceS = 1 
go top 
do run2 
Case choiceS = 2 
clear 
? 
accept 'search> ' to entryn 
go top 
if val(substr(entryn,1, 7» = 0 
locate for Xl = v al (subs tr(entryn, 2 ,7» 
else 
locate for Xl = val(substr(entryn,1, 7» 
endif 
if found () 
do foefor 
endif 









* * a generic update procedure to update all of fil e from 
* a specified point 
* 
procedure run2 


























* * foe2.prg - This is the Mission Areas entry and update 
* program . It is invoked from the 
* lsemenu.prg program. 
* 
* Do while .T. 
clear 
set wrap on 
set message to 24 center 
@ 0, 5 prompt "Add" message "Add Mission Area" 
@ 0, ' col() + 2 prompt "Update" ; 
C - 8 
message "Update Mission Area" 
@ 0, colO + 2 prompt "Quit" message "Return to main menu" 
menu to choice6 
use foedbf 
do case 
case choice6 = 1 
do add3 
case choice6 = 2 
do update3 








accept 'Please enter the entry number: ' to EN 
go top 
do while .not. eof() .and. val (EN) # Xl 




Do While . not. eof() .and. lastkey() # 17 
next = " " 
do foe2for 
clear 
@ 0, 20 say" <ctl> q to quit" 




* * this is the update procedure 
* Procedure update3 






















set wrap on 
set message to 24 center 
@ 0, 5" prompt "All" message "Update all records" 
@ 0, col() + 2 prompt "Entry Num" ; 
message "Update by ii, > iI" 
@ 0, colO + 2 prompt "Quit" message "Quit Updating" 
menu to choice7 
Do case 
Case_choice7 = 1 
go top 
do run) 
Case choice7 = 2 
clear 
? 
accept 'search> ' to entryn 
go top 
if val(substr(entryn,1,7» = 0 
locate for Xl = val(substr(entryn,2,7» 
else 














* * a generic update procedure to update all of file from 
* a specified point 
* 
procedure run) 






























exec.prg - This is the Executive Summary entry and update 
program. It is invoked from the 
* lsemenu.prg program. 
* 
* 
Do while .T. 
clear 
set wrap on 
set message to 24 center 
@ 0, 5 prompt "Add" message "Add Executive Summary" 
@ 0, ' colO + 2 prompt "Update" ; 
message "Update Executive Summary" 
@ 0, colO + 2 prompt "Quit" message "Return to main menu" 
menu to choice9 
use execdbf 
do case 
case choice9 = 1 
do add4 
case choice9 = 2 
do update4 




* * this is the Add record procedure 
* 
Procedure add4 
Do While lastkey() <> 17 





@ 0, 20 say" <ctl> q to quit" 
wait " " to next 
enddo 
return 
* * this is the update procedure 
* 
Procedure update4 
Do While .T. 
clear 
set wrap on 
set message to 24 center 
@ 0, 5 prompt "All" message "Update all records" 
@ 0, colO + 2 prompt "Entry Num" ; 
message "Update by I, > I" 





















menu to choice10 
Do case 
Case choice10 = 1 
go top 
do run4 
Case choice10 = 2 
clear 
? 
accept 'search> ' to entryn 
go- top 
if va1(substr(entryn,1,7» = 0 
, locate for X3 = val(substr(entryn,2,7» 
else 
locate for X3 = va1(substr(entryn,1,7» 
endif 
if found() 
do exec for 
endif 









* * a generic update procedure to update all of file from 
* a specified point 
* 
procedure run4 
Do While .not. eof() 





































@ 2,19 say 'Sponsored Research Entry Form page l' 
@ 4,0 say 'Entry Number: ' get entry_num pict '99999' 
@ 4,22 say 'Date: ' get entry date pict '99/99/99' 
@ 4,42 say_ 'Executive Summary: (Y/N) , get exec_s pict 'Y' 
@ 6,0 say 'Subject: ' get subj pict ; 
'!!!!!!!! I.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! t 
@ 8,0 say 'Summary: 
@ 9,0 say' 
@ 10,0 say , 
@ 11,0 say , 
@ 12,0 say , 
@ 13,0 say' 
@ 14,0 say , 
@ 16,0 say 'Date of 
'99/99/99' 
, get summary1 
, get summary2 
, get summary3 
, get summary4 
, get summary5 
, get summary6 
, get summary7 
Last Change: (mm/dd/yy) , get chg_date pict 
@ 17,0 say , Originator: ' get orig pict 
'I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!' 
@ 19,0 say 'Location: ' get loc pict '!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!' 
@ 19,35 say 'Document Type: ' get type_doc pict '!!!!!' 
@ 20,0 say 'Reviewed (LSE/FOE): (Y/N) , get reviewed pict 'Y' 
@ 20,35 say 'Initials: ' get initials pict '!!!' 
@ 21,0 say '(1ST): (Y/N) , get ist pict 'Y' 
@ 21,35 say 'Classification: ' get classif pict '!' 
read 
clear 
@ 2,19 say 'Sponsored Research Entry Form 
@ 4,0 say 'Graphics File: ' get graphics pict ; 
'I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!' 
@ 6,0 say 'Contract/Grant: ' get grant pict 
'II!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!' 
@ 7,0 say' Number: ' get num pict ; 
'I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!' 
Page 2' 
@ 8,0 say' Start Date: (mm/dd/yy) , get s_date pict ; 
'99/99/99' 
@ 8,38 say 'Est. Compo Date: ' get c_date pict '99/99/99' 
@ 9,0 say' Funding Org.: ' get org pict ; 
'I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!' 
@ 10,0 say' Perf. Method: ' get method pict '!!!!!!!!!!' 
@ 14,0 say 'Scope of Research' 
@ 15,0 say' , get soa pict '!!!' 
@ 15,21 say 'Advance SOA' 
@ 16,0 say' , get ecd pict '!!!' 
@ 16,21 say 'Enhancing CUrrent Devices/ Simulations Ident. Dev.' 
@ 17,0 say' , get ra pict '!!!' 




















@ 21,0 say 'Estimated Resources' 
@ 22,7 say 'FY: ' get fy_res pict 'XXXX' 
@ 22,20 say 'Prof. Work Years: ' get work-yrs pict '9999' 




@ 2,19 say 'Sponsored Research Entry Form Page 3' 
@ 5,0 say 'Responsible DOD Organization' 
@ 6,0 say' Name: ' get dod_name 
@ 7,0 say' Address: ' get dod addr1 
@ 8,0 say _ ' , get dod:::addr2 
@ 9,0 say , , get dod_addr3 
@ 10,0 say' Contact: ' get dod cont 
@ 11,0 say' Phone: ' get dod-phone pict 'XXXXXXXXXXXX' 
@ 14,0 say 'Performing organization' 
@ 15,0 say' Name: ' get perf_name 
@ 16,0 say' Address: ' get perf_addr1 
@ 17,0 say , , get perf_addr2 
@ 18,0 say' , get perf_addr3 
@ 19,0 say' Contact: ' get perf_cont pict ; 
'XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX' 
@ 20,0 say' Phone: ' get perf-phone pict 'XXXXXXXXXXXX' 
read 
clear 
@ 2,19 say 'Sponsored Research Entry Form Page 4' 
@ 4,0 say 'Progress: ' get progress1 
@ 5,11 get progress2 
@ 6,11 get progress3 
@ 7,11 get progress4 
@ 8,11 get progress5 
@ 10,0 say 'Keywords: get key1 pict 
'II!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 11 • 
@ 10,44 get key2 pict '!!!! !! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!' 
@ 11, 11 get key3 pict '!!!! !! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!' 
@ 11,44 get key4 pict '!!!! !! !!!!!!!!!!! I ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ' 
@ 12,11 get key5 pict '!!!! !! !!!!!!!!!! I I ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ' 
@ 12,44 get key6 pict '!!!! !! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!' 
@ 14,0 say 'Authors: ' get author1 
@ 14,45 get author2 
@ 15,10 get author3 
@ 15,45 get author4 
@ 17,0 say 'Title: 
@ 18,0 get title1 
@ 21,0 say 'Org/Pub (book), Journal (article): ' 
@ 22,0 get publisher 
@ 24,0 say 'Year: ' get pub-yr pict 'I!!I' 
@ 24,20 say 'Volume: ' get pub_vol pict 'II!!' 
@ 24,45 say 'Pages: ' get pub-pages pict 'II!!!!!!!' 
read 
I 












































@ 2, 19 say 'Fields of Endeavor (put X in appropriate catagory), 
@ 4, 0 say 'Entry Number: ' get xl pict '99999' 
@ 6, 0 get Al pict 'II' 
@ 6, 3 say '1100.0 ENGAGEMENT SIMULATION AND INSTRUMENTATION' 
@ 7,0 get A2 pict 'II' 
@ 7, 3 say '1110.0 Pairing Systems' 
@ 8, 5 get- A3 pict 'I I ' 
@ 8, 8 say '1111.0 Indirect Fire Simulation' 
@ 9, 5 get A4 pict 'II' 
@ 9, 8 say '1112.0 Shoot Through Obscuration Miles (STOW)' 
@ 10, 5 get A5 pict 'II' 
@ 10, 8 say '1112.1 Obscurant Technology' 
@ II, 5 get A6 pict 'II' 
@ II, 8 say '1112.2 Miles Enhancement/Through Obscurants' 
@ 12, 0 get A7 pict 'II' 
@ 12, 3 say '1120.0 Range Instrumentation' 
@ 13, 5 get A8 pict 'II' 
@ 13, 8 say 'Next Generation Training Instrumentation' 
@ 14, 5 get A9 pict 'II' 
@ 14, 8 say 'Automated Scoring System' 
@ 15, 5 get AO pict 'II' 
@ 15, 8 say 'Manned Vehicle Technology' 
@ 16, 5 get AA pict 'I!' 
@ 16, 8 say 'System Concepts for APFOR Augmentation' 
@ 17, 0 get AB pict 'I!' 
@ 17, 3 say '1130.0 Targets' 
@ 18, 0 get AC pict 'I!' 
@ 18, 3 say '1140.0 Robotics' 
@ 19, 5 get AD pict 'I!' 
@ 19, 8 say '1141.0 AI/Robotics' 
@ 20, 5 get AE pict 'I!' 
@ 20, 8 say '1141.1 Unmanned Vehicle Technology' 
@ 21, 5 get AF pict 'II' 
@ 21, 8 say '1141.2 Manned Vehicle Technology' 
@ 22, 5 get AG pict '!l' 
@ 22, 8 say '1141.3 System Concept for OPFOR Augmentation' 
read 
clear 
@ 2, 0 get 
@ 2, 3 say 
@ 3, 5 get 
@ 3, 8 say 
@ 4, 5 get 
@ 4, 8 say 
@ 5, 5 get 
@ 5, 8 say 










, ! ! • 
Other' 
• ! ! ' 
Computer Simulation' 
• ! ! f 
Automated OPFOR' 
, ! ! • 
Role Player Assistant' 
, ! ! • 
:'". 
.~-.. --- .. 
I 
I C -20 
I @ 16, 60 GET FOEDBF->EO PIC'!' 
I ! ! I 
@ 16, 65 SAY "lEW" 
@ 17, 2 GET FOEDBF->EA PIC'!' • ! ! • 
I 
@ 17, 7 SAY "NBC" 
@ 17, 16 GET FOEDBF->EB PIC'!' • ! ! ' 
@ 17, 21 SAY "ORO" 
@ 17, 31 GET FOEDBF->EC PIC'!' I ! ! • 
I @ 17, 36 SAY "QM" @ 17, 46 GET FOEDBF->ED PIC'!' • ! ! I 
@ 17, 51 SAY "SOF" 
I @ 17, 60 
-GET FOEDBF->EE PIC'!' • ! ! • 
@ 17, 65' SAY "TRANS" 
@ 19, 1 SAY "Areas of Technology" 
I 
@ 20, 2 GET FOEDBF->F1 PIC'!' ' ! ! • 
@ 20, 7 SAY "AI" 
@ 20, 16 GET FOEDBF->F2 PIC'!' • ! ! ' 
@ 20, 21 SAY "CHW" 
I @ 20, 31 GET FOEDBF->F3 PIC'!' • ! ! • @ 20, 36 SAY "CIG" 
@ 20, 46 GET FOEDBF->F4 PIC'!' ' ! ! ' 
I 
@ 20, 51 SAY "CSW" 
@ 20, 60 GET FOEDBF->F5 PIC'!' I ! ! • 
@ 20, 65 SAY "E" 
@ 21, 2 GET FOEDBF->F6 PIC'!' • ! ! • 
I @ 21, 7 SAY "FDY" @ 21, 16 GET FOEDBF->F7 PIC'!' • ! ! • 
@ 21, 21 SAY "FTO" 
I @ 21, 31 GET FOEDBF->F8 PIC'!' • ! ! ' @ 21, 36 SAY "HFIt 
@ 21, 46 GET FOEDBF->F9 PIC'!' ' ! ! • 
I 
@ 21, 51 SAY ItNN" 
@ 21, 60 GET FOEDBF->FA PIC'!' • ! ! • 
@ 21, 65 SAY "TDB" 
@ 22, 2 GET FOEDBF->FB PIC'!' • ! ! • 

































execfor.prg This is the format program for the executive 




@ 2, 19 say 'Executive Summary Screen (page 1) , 
@ 3, 25 say 'Entry I: ' get x3 pict '99999' 
@ 5, 0 say 'Executive 'get exec1 
@ 6, 0 say 'Summary: 'get exec2 
@ 7, 13 get exec3 
@ 8, 13 get exec4 
@ 9, 13 get exec5 
@ 10, 13 get exec6 
@ 11, 13 get exec7 
@ 12, 13 get exec8 
@ 13, 13 get exec9 
@ 14, 13 get exec10 
@ 15, 13 get exec11 
@ 16, 13 get exec12 
@ 17, 13 get exec13 
@ 18, 13 get exec14 
@ 19 , 13 get exec15 
@ 20, 13 get exec16 
@ 21, 13 get exec17 
@ 22, 13 get exec18 
read 
clear 
@ 2, 19 say 'Executive 
@ 4, 0 say 'Executive 
@ 5, 0 say , Summary: 
@ 6, 13 get exec21 
@ 7, 13 get exec22 
@ 8, 13 get exec23 
@ 9, 13 get exec24 
@ 10, 13 get exec25 
@ 11, 13 get exec26 
@ 12, 13 get exec27 
@ 13, 13 get exec28 
@ 14, 13 get exec29 
@ 15, 13 get exec30 
@ 16, 13 get exec31 
@ 17, 13 get exec32 
@ 18, 13 get exec33 
@ 19, 13 get exec34 
read 
Summary Screen 
, get exec19 
, get exec20 
(page 2) , 
I 
I C -22 
I 
structure for database: C:lsemain.dbf 
Number of data records: 32 
Date of last update 08/15/89 
I Field Field Name Type width Dec 1 ENTRY NOM Numeric 5 
2 ENTRY DATE Character 8 
I 3 SUBJ Character 60 4 EXEC S Character 1 
5 SUMMARY 1 Character 60 
I 
6 SUMMARY2 Character 60 
7 SUMMARY 3 Character 60 
8 SUMMARY4 Character 60 
9 SUMMARY5 Character 60 
I 10 SUMMARY 6 Character 60 11 SUMMARY7 Character 60 
12 CHG DATE Character 8 
I 13 ORIG Character 40 14 LOC Character 20 
15 TYPE DOC Character 5 
I 
16 REVIEWED Character 1 
17 INITIALS Character 3 
18 1ST Character 1 
19 CLASSIF Character 1 
I 20 GRAPHICS Character 40 21 GRANT Character 40 
22 NOM Character 26 
I 23 
S DATE Character 8 
24 C DATE Character 8 
25 ORG Character 40 
I 
26 METHOD Character 10 
27 SOA Character 3 
28 ECD Character 3 
29 RA Character 3 
I 30 FY RES Character 4 31 WORK YRS Character 4 
32 FUNDS Character 8 
I 
33 DOD NAME Character 40 
34 DOD_ADDR1 Character 53 
35 DOD_ADDR2 Character 53 
36 DOD_ADDR3 Character 53 ~, 
I 37 DOD CONT Character 40 38 DOD_PHONE Character 12 
39 PERF NAME Character 40 
I 40 PERF_ADDR1 Character 53 41 PERF_ADDR2 Character 53 
42 PERF_ADDR3 Character ' 53 
I 
43 PERF_CONT Character 40 
44 PERF_PHONE Character 12 
45 PROGRESS 1 Character 60 
46 PROGRESS2 Character 60 
I 47 PROGRESS 3 Character 60 
I 
I 
I C -23 
I 48 PROGRESS 4 Character 60 49 PROGRESS 5 Character 60 
50 KEY1 Character 30 
I 
51 KEY2 Character 30 
52 KEY3 Character 30 
53 KEY4 Character 30 
54 KEY5 Character 30 
I 55 KEY6 Character 30 56 AUTHOR1 Character 24 
57 AUTHOR2 Character 24 
I 58 AUTHOR3 
Character 24 
59 AUTHOR4 Character 24 
60 TITLE1 Character 140 
61 PUBLISHER Character 60 
I 62 PUB YR Character 4 63 PUB VOL Character 4 
64 PUB PAGES Character 9 














I C -24 
I 
structure for database: C:foedbf.dbf 
Number of data .records: 32 
Date of last update 08/15/89 
I Field Field Name Type width Dec 1 Xl Numeric 5 
2 A1 Character 2 
I 3 A2 Character 2 4 A3 Character 2 
5 A4 Character 2 
I 
6 A5 Character 2 
7 A6 Character 2 
8 A7 Character 2 
9 A8 Character 2 
I 10 A9 Character 2 11 AO Character 2 
12 AA Character 2 
I 
13 AB Character 2 
14 AC Character 2 
15 AD Character 2 
16 AE Character 2 
I 17 AF Character 2 18 AG Character 2 
19 AH Character 2 
I 20 AI Character 2 21 AJ Character 2 
22 AI{ Character 2 
I 
23 AL Character 2 
24 AM Character 2 
25 AN Character 2 
26 AP Character 2 
I 27 AQ Character 2 28 AR Character 2 
29 AS Character 2 
I 30 AT Character 2 31 AU Character 2 
32 AW Character 2 
I 
33 AX Character 2 
34 AY Character 2 
35 AZ Character 2 
36 B1 Character 2 
I 37 B2 Character 2 38 B3 Character 2 
39 B4 Character 2 
I 40 
B5 Character 2 
41 B6 Character 2 
42 B7 Character 2 
I 
43 B8 Character 2 
44 B9 Character 2 
45 BO Character 2 
46 BA Character 2 
I 47 BB Character 2 
I 
I 
I C -25 
I 48 BC Character 2 49 BD Character 2 
50 BE Character 2 
I 
51 BF Character 2 
52 BG Character 2 
53 BH Character 2 
54 B1 Character 2 
I 55 BJ Character 2 56 BK Character 2 
57 BL Character 2 
I 
58 BM - Character 2 
59 BN Character 2 
60 BP Character 2 
61 BQ Character 2 
I 62 C1 Character 2 63 C2 Character 2 
64 C3 Character 2 
I 65 C4 Character 2 66 C5 Character 2 
67 C6 Character 2 
I 
68 C7 Character 2 
69 C8 Character 2 
70 C9 Character 2 
71 CA Character 2 
I 72 CB Character 2 73 CC Character 2 
74 CD Character 2 
I 75 CE Character 2 76 CF Character 2 77 CG Character 2 
I 
78 CH Character 2 
79 C1 Character 2 
80 CJ Character 2 
81 CK Character 2 
I 82 D1 Character 2 83 D2 Character 2 
84 D3 Character 2 
I 
85 D4 Character 2 
86 D5 Character 2 
87 D6 Character 2 
88 D7 Character 2 
I 89 D8 Character 2 90 D9 Character 2 
91 DA Character 2 
I 92 DB Character 2 93 DC Character 2 
94 DE Character 2 
I 
95 DF Character 2 
96 DG Character 2 
97 DH Character 2 
98 D1 Character 2 
I 99 OJ Character 2 
I 
I 
I C -26 
I 
100 E1 Character 2 
101 E2 Character 2 
102 E3 Character 2 
103 E4 Character 2 
I 104 E5 Character 2 105 E6 Character 2 
106 E7 Character 2 
I 107 E8 Character 2 108 E9 Character 2 
109 EO Character 2 
I 
110 EA .- Character 2 
111 EB Character 2 
112 EC Character 2 
113 ED Character 2 
I 114 EE Character 2 115 F1 Character 2 
116 F2 Character 2 
I 117 F3 Character 2 118 F4 Character 2 
119 F5 Character 2 
I 
120 F6 Character 2 
121 F7 Character 2 
122 F8 Character 2 
123 F9 Character 2 
I 124 FA Character 2 125 FB Character 2 











I C -27 
I 
structure for database: C:execdbf.dbf 
Number of data records: 1 
Date of last update 08/15/89 
I Field Field Name Type width Dec 1 X3 Numeric 5 
2 EXEC1 Character 60 
I 3 EXEC2 Character 60 4 EXEC3 Character 60 
5 EXEC4 Character 60 
I 
6 EXEC5 Character 60 
7 EXEC6 Character 60 
8 EXEC7 Character 60 
9 EXEC8 Character 60 
I 10 EXEC9 Character 60 11 EXEC10 Character 60 
12 EXEC11 Character 60 
I 13 EXEC12 Character 60 14 EXEC13 Character 60 
15 EXEC14 Character 60 
I 
16 EXEC15 Character 60 
17 EXEC16 Character 60 
18 EXEC17 Character 60 
19 EXEC18 Character 60 
I 20 EXEC19 Character 60 21 EXEC20 Character 60 
22 EXEC21 Character 60 
I 
23 EXEC22 Character 60 
24 EXEC23 Character 60 
25 EXEC24 Character 60 
26 EXEC25 Character 60 
I 27 EXEC26 Character 60 28 EXEC27 Character 60 
29 EXEC28 Character 60 
I 30 EXEC29 Character 60 31 EXEC30 Character 60 
32 EXEC31 Character 60 
I 
33 EXEC32 Character 60 
34 EXEC33 Character 60 
35 EXEC34 Character 55 


































































I Appendix D 


























TRAINING SYSTEMS AND DEVICES 
A News Bulletin Promoting Technology Tronsfer 
Summer 89 PM TRADE Vol. t NO. 3 
Training capabilities upgraded at NTC 
This issue has several articles 
devoted to I\:Chnology develop-
ments for upgrading the training 
capabilites at the National Train-
ing Center (NrC) at Fort Irwin, 
California. 
'These projects are being con-
ducted in response 10 an initiative 
of the Army ChiefofStaff in 1987 
following a decision brief pre-
sented by the Arm y staff. 
A centerpiece of the plan called 
for a phased increase in the Blue 
Force from the current Heavy 
Battalion to a Brigade. In order to 
maintain doctrinally correct 
force ratios between the Blue 
Force and the OPFOR, the OPFOR 




The goal of a PM TRADE re-
search project is 10 save personnel 
resources by providing a role 
player's assistant and Automated 
OPFOR (Opposing Forces) for!be 
computer simulation of the rear 
and adjacent forces. 
The project is funded through 
!be NTC BAA 10 investigate !be 
use of Artificial Intelligence tech-
niques for supplementing !be battle 
the Motorized Rifle Regiment to a 
Motorized Rifle Division. 
Upgrade projects include: 
, Shoot Through Obscuration 
Miles (STOM) 
• Upgrade of Opposing Force 
(OPFOR) Vehides 
• Reduced Crewed Vehicles 
• Computer Simulation 
(Role player's assistant 
and automated OPFOR) 
In January 1987, PM TRADE 
was designated as !be technical 
agent for materiel acquisition at the 
NTC in support of the 
planned expansion. As part of 
simulation which will be fielded at 
the National Training Center 
(NrC). 
According to Lead Systems En-
gineer Robert Paulson, "Running 
man-in-the-loop battle simulations 
is resource intensive and !be size 
of !be support team increases as 
!be size of!be exercises grows." A 
goal of !be NTC upgrade is to 
reduce personnel costs through 
application of technology while 
expanding !be operation from bat-
talion to brigade size. The ap-
proach for the computer simula-
tion is unique in that it will com-
bine live players and simulated 
PM TRADE's overall strategy 
for addressing NTC materiel re-
quirements, an Indusuy Day was 
held in May, 1987, at !be NTe. 
Industry was asked to submit 
white papers to present new con-
cepts and extend ideas that sur-
faced during these discussions. 
In February 1988, PM TRADE 
released the NTC BAA. Forty-six 
proposals were submitted by in-
dustry which included !be tech-
nology areas described above. 
'These projects represent a sub-
stantial commitment by PM 
TRADE 10 develop advanced tech-
nology that will increase training 
realism and effectiveness, and 
reduce required resources. 
forces in the same training exer-
cise. 
The role player's assistant and 
!be automated OPFOR are expert 
systems. The role player's assis-
tant provides information 10 !be 
role player through inIerrogatioo 
of the expert system, andby recog-
nizing events and prompting !be 
role player. 
The assistant supports !be role 
player on the BLUE side. In its 
initial configuration, !be assistant 
will be a computer console housed 


























lation for Training was the theme 
of the first in a series of annual 
symposia sponsored by Institute 
for Simulation and Training. This 
first symposium was co-sponsored 
by the Florida High Technology 
and Industry Council. 
Over 200 researchers from the 
U.S. and Europe anended the 
symposium on April 26-27, held 
at the Holiday Inn, University in 
Orlando. Florida. 
" We had a very good response," 
Dr. Peter Kincaid , Symposium Co-
Chair, said. 
The purpose of the symposium 
was to provide a forum for the 
identification of user networking 
requi rements and the related re-
search areas that must be investi-
gated to resolve behavioral, engi-
neering, and training questions. 
April's symposium featured 
keynote speakers Dr. Earl Alluisi, 
Office of the Under Secretary of 
Defense, and Col. Jack Thorpe, 
DARPA. 
Reduces continued 
in the Computer Instrumentation 
System building at the NTC (des-
ignated the Star Wars Center). The 
assistant will contain much of the 
knowledge of an experienced and 
senior tactical officer. 
Two benefits may be produced 
through use of the assistant: reduc-
ing the skill level required of the 
role player, or reducing the num-
ber of required role players. For 
Dr. Earl Alluisi speaks to more than 200 researchers at 
the symposium. 
"We have a vision," Alluisi 
said in his keynote address. "The 
vision is of an interactive network 
that can be used for training indi-
vidual troops, sailors, marines, and 
airmen as parts of the crews to 
which they belong. The network 
is the key." 
Alluisi said the goal of using 
interactive networks is to attain a 
new level of peacetime readiness, 
with troops trained to the levels of 
combat skills and effectiveness as 
seasoned combat veterans. 
example, a less experienced role 
player could replace a banalion 
commander by relying on the 
advice given by the role player's 
assistant. Similarly, a single bat-
talion commander couId take on 
the roles of many banal ion com-
manders. 
The Automated OPFOR will 
perform a similar function for the 
RED side. Paulson emphasized 
that the current OPFOR at NTC 
(played by U.S. soldiers dressed in 
A panel discussion and 20 pres-
entations covering a variety of 
topics were included in the sym-
posium. As a result of questions 
raised during discussions, a com-
mince was formed to address the 
problems of networking standards . 
,In addition to providing infor-
mation, the symposium offered the 
opportunity to interact with people 
involved in diverse aspects of 
network simulation. 
Tentative dates for next year's 
symposium are February 27-28. 
aggressor uniforms) will be aug-
mented, but not replaced by the 
simulated OPFOR. The soldier-
to-soldier play at the Forward Line 
of Troops (FLOn is essential for 
realism. 
Paulson said plans call for a 
technology demonstration in one 
year of a subset of the system rec-
ognizable as useful by military 
tacticians. Long term plans are to 
have something on the ground in 




















New STOM technology 
looks promising 
PM TRADE is sponsoring the 
development of Shoot Through 
Obscuration MILES (STOM), 
which has the poIentiai to consid-
erably enhance the training utility 
of training systems based on 
MILES. Accoiding to Mr. TlDI 
Surhigh, Lead Systems Engineer 
at PM TRADE, STOM has the p0-
tential to provide MILES-based 
training in fog, smoke and dust, 
conditions which are routinely 
encountered in such training sites 
as the National Training Center 
and in Gennany. 
The technical breakthrough that 
could make STOM practical is the 
use of carbon dioxide lasers and 
pyroelectric detectors which oper-
ate at room temperature. Previous 
detectors for carbon dioxide lasers 
had to be cooled below the tem-
perature of liquid nitrogen, mak-
ing them impractical for field use. 
Lasers currently used in 
MILES systems are based on the 
use of gallium arsenide and the as-
sociated dectectors, which worlc 
PM TRADE studying options for 
Opposing Force (OPFOR ) vehicles 
The OPFOR program will pm-
vide a family of replacement 
OPFOR vehicles at the NTC (Ft. 
Irwin, California), the 10intReadi-
ness Training Center (JRTC, Fl 
Chaffee, Arlcansas), and the Com-
bat Maneuver Training Center 
(CMTC, Hobenfels, Gennany). 
The fleet of Sheridan tanks 
(M551s)currently usedasOPFOR 
vehicles at the NTC are aging and 
becoming expensive 10 maintain. 
The OPFOR Vehicle program will 
replace and expand the aging fleet 
at the NTC. The program will also 
provide a fleet ofOPFOR vehicles 
at the JRTC and CMTC, where 
there is no objective OPFOR 
contingenl 
PM TRADE, with active in-
dustry input. is woddng with 
several Anny agencies to deter-
mine materiel alternatives for a 
new generation of Opposing Force 
(OPFOR) vehicles. The ultimate 
goal of this program is to increase 
the cost/training effectiveness of 
Ann y Combat Training Centers. 
Other programs (described in this 
issue) will provide the technology 
to be inserted into the OPFOR 
vehicle program. 
R ve different threat systems 
are required to be represented: 
• tank 
• infantry fighting vehicle 
• air defense weapon 
• self propelled bowitzer 
• antitank guided missile 
"We've involved industry in 
the planning of this project from 
the onset." Dennis Heath, PM 
TRADE's Lead Systems Engi-
neer for the project, said. "We 
started with the identification of 
the need during lndustry Day which 
was held in May 1987. We've 
also had excellent industry input. 
15D 3 
well at room temperature but the 
laser beams will not cut through 
obscurants. Soldiers also report 
that even though they can see tar-
gets through theirthermal sights in 
foggy, smoky or dusty conditions, 
they are unable to shoot the targets 
with MILES weapon simulators. 
The new STOM technology has 
the poIentiai to solve this training 
problem. Surhigh emphasized that 
the goal of the STOM project is to 
establisb proof of principle. He 
added that the tecbnology looks 
suSfOM,pagt 8 
first in the fonn of white papers, 
following lndustry Day, and more 
recently, written responses to a 
CBD announcement, which helps 
define fonnal requirements for 
the program." He added that a 
second draftof these requirements 
was sent out to industry in Febru-
ary 1989 and comments and in-
sights have been insUumental in 
shaping the program. 
Heath stressed that five sepa-
rate chassis may not be needed to 
represent the five threat variants; 
several of these threat vehicles 
may be combined on a single chas-
sis. '"To the extent that we can 
represent more than one threat 
variant on a single chassis and 
make the vehicle • fleet common' ," 
said Heath. "we can save the Anny 
money, and still meet the training 
need." Heath added that much 
time has been spent in looking at 
cost and effectivenesstradeoffs for 
this program. 
PM TRADE is acting as execu-
live agent for the program, 






















advanced networking research 
The Institute for Simulation and 
Training has been awanled three 
related contracts by PM TRADE 
to conduct advOl!lQ:d research on 
networking of simulation fortrain-
ing. 1be coniracts are sponsored 
by the Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency and will be ad-
ministered by PM TRADE. 
According to Brian Goldiez, pro-
gram manager, the wort: to be con-
ducted overthe next two years will 
support various aspects of com-
bined anns training, including: 
• networkinglcommWlication 
teclmology 
• intelligent simulated forces 
• low cost aviation training 
These technologies are vital to 
developing the capability to pro-
vide real-time intervactive simu-
lated representation of battlefield 
environments at an affordable 
price. General lbunnan, TRA-
DOC Commander, has said that 
one objective is to be capable of 
training the Army witbout having 
to go to the field by the year 2004. 
Development over the next 10 to 
20 years is expected to increas-
ingly depend on oetworlcing tech-
nology for large scale combined 
arms training and force develop-
ment test and evaluatioo. 
Ernie Smart, the general pro-
gram manager, said wort: on these 
projects will include personnel 
from the State University System 
and other W1iversities throughout 
Horida and the nation. According 
to Smart. approximately 30 fac-
ulty members and students will be 




Advanced concepts of networt:-
ing applied to team training has 
been the object of a large scale 
R&D project by the Defense 
Advanced Research Projects 
Agency (DARPA). The focus of 
this research has been Simulated 
Networking (SlMNET). Formost 
researchers, networking is new 
enough that problems are still being 
explored for efficiency, interface 
technologies, and commWlication 
protocols. 
A laboratory will be developed 
which will have the capability to 
evaluate the impact of new tech-
nolgies related to networking. 
Test beds will be developed to 
support research in networking, 
aviation technology, and inte\li-
gent semi-automated forces. These 
test beds will provide flexible 
and open interfaces for new 
technologies. 
Another important task in this 
research is the development of 
networking standards. As a result 
of the recent Networking Sympo-
sium (see 1ST and FlfTIC host 
networking smposium, page 2), 
more than 40 companies have 
offered to comment on networt:-
ing standards and protocols. The 
goal of this networking standards 
group is to prepare a draft specifi-
cation and convene a working 
meeting August 22-23 to finalize 
the specification. This worlcshop 
will address the establishment of 
technical standards for oelWOrt: 
protocols and architeCtUreS for 
interfacing defense simulation 
We want 10 train Ihe Anny 
without going 10 Ihe field by 
the year 2004. 
General lhlmlon. 1AADOC Cmdr. 
systems. Industry standards will 
be heavily considered. (Contact 
Brian Goldiez at 407-658-5015 if 
you would like to review the draft 
or attend the meeting.) 
This research will provide two 
main benefits for the simulation 
and training commWlity. 1be first 
benefit wiD be the estabWbment 
of a standard technique to evaluate 
networt: performance and mrop-
erability. 
1be second benefit will be the 
provision of a laboratory 
environmc:ntavailable10 thesimu-
lation and training commWlity 
that develops and evaluates 
advancements in networking tech-
nology. These benefits will allow 
simulation and networking tech-
nology to proceed in an orderly 
manner. 






















PM TRADE explores reduced crewed 
vehicles concept at NTC 
Editor's nolL: TilL last iss~ of Train-
ing SyslLms and D~es carmd a 
story on tilL Robot Vehicle Wori:ing 
CroupMeeting,/wslLdbyPMTRADE. 
We promised a more COmple1L de-
scription if PM TflADE's efforts in 
AI/robotics augmentation at tilL Na-
tional Training' Center (NTC). This 
article addresses tilL effort to reduce 
crew siu of tilL first eciILlon vehicles 
at tilL NTC. AnotilLr article to appear 
in a future iss~ will describe a pro-
posed project to apply robotics tech-
nology to second eciILlon vehicles at 
tilL NTC. 
The Hughes Advanced System 
Facility, teamed with Honeywell's 
Systems and Research Center, has 
started a research project to ex-
plore ways to reduce crew sizes for 
operating OPFOR (opposing force) 
verucles. 
According to Mr. Admiral 
Piper, who heads the project for 
PM TRADE, "One of the best ways 
to do this in a cost~ffective way is 
to take a careful look at what tasks 
can be automated and what crew 
positions can be combined." 
The demand for personnel re-
sources is already substantial and 
continues to grow at a time when 
personnel is in increasingly 
sho!ler supply. The goal is to 
reduce the crew size from the cur-
rent three or four crew members to 
two members. Previous work 
wruchHughes and Honeywell have 
done for NATO and DARPA 
examined ways to reduce crew 
sizes for furure main banle tanks. 
The gunner has been identified as 
the key crew position to examine 
for potential elimination. Accord-
ing to Piper, the research starts 
with the assumption that the 
gunner's function can be auto-
mated to a large extent, and those 
functions and tasks wruch can not 
be automated can be distributed 
between the driver and the tank 
commander. The unique contraint 
placed on the reduced crew con-
cept for training is that the verucle 
crewed by two men must function 
and appear in all aspects to be a 
fully crewed verucle. 
This research was initiated be-
cause of the NTe's plans to in-
crease the opposing force substan-
tially-from a motorized Soviet 
rille regiment to a Soviet motor-
ized rifle division wruch has many 
more verucles. The goal of the 
Arm y is to achleve this increase 
without a corresponding increase 
of personnel resources: 
Accordingto the Hughes' Prin-
cipal Investigator. Dr. David 
Baum, ''1lle combat verucle ex-
perts on the Hughes team will work 
with the human engineering and 
uaining staff to identify and exam-
ine the feasibility of various auto-
mation and soldier-machlne inter-
face concepts." 
Several considerations con-
strain the conceplUal analysis: 
• The reduction in crew size 
by fwlction automation must 
not change the fighting capa-
bility of the OPFOR vehlcle 
and crew, or jeopardize soldier 
safety. 
• The system should be oper-
able by current armor and mecha-
nized infantry personnel. 
• An on-hoard, self-contained 
solution is preferred. 
• The solution should be appli-
cable across vehlcle types to the 
maximum extent possible. 
A concept being explored is 
based on automatic target recog-
nition technology. The concept 
includes equipping each OPFOR 
vehlcle with an imaging sensor 
package and sensor processing 
module. No change is required of 
the Blue Force equipment. 
The sensor processor, called 
the automated target recognizer 
(A TR). controls the sensors and 
processes the range data to per-
form the functions of target search, 
detection. and classification. 
Having detected and classified a 
Blue Force tank (using, for ex-
ample. a low light level TV cam-
era, or a FUR), the ATR would 
cue the tank commander for target 
verification and prioritization. and 
perform other ''human'' fwlctions 
automatically. 
Long term goals of the project 
call for a study phase and a pos-
sible technology demonstration 
within the next 36 months. At that 
time. applicability of the results of 
the project to retrofitting vehlcles 
at NTC will be examined. 
For further information, con-
tact Mr. Piper at 407/380-4287 or 
(Autovon) 960-4287. 





















integrating the inputs of several 
other Anny agencies. including: 
• the Tank. and Automotive 
Command (fACOM). which is 
providing IeClmicai expertise re-
lating to chassis. 
• the Annament Research. 
Development, jlld Engineering 
Center. (ARDEC). which is pro-
viding tecJ:mlcal expertise relat-
ing to tune t and particularly fire 
control systems. 
• the Anny Training Suppon 
Center (A TSC). which is provid-
ing information about visual 
modification (VISMOD) for the 
vehicles. 
• the Missile and Space Intel-
ligence Center (MSI C). which is 
providing threat characteristics 
• the Combined Armed Train-
ing Center (CAT A) ofTRADOC. 
which is performing the Tradeoff 
Analysis (TOA). 
PM TRADE is also providing 
IeClmical expertise for the tactical 
engagement systems" weapons 
engagement simulation subsys-
tems. and instrumentation 
Three major options are being 
considered in the ongoing Trade-
off Determination (TOO) study: 
• full scale development, de-
signing vehicles from scratch 
• modification of vehicles in 
the current Army inventory 
• non-developmental items 
TSD 
(having contractors integrate ve-
hicles from existing components 
and subsystems. both commercial 
and mil-spec. or buy threat ve-
hicles). 
The results of the TOO and 
TOA will be briefed to the CSA in 
summer. The resulting decision 
will determine the direction of the 
OPFOR Vehicle Program. 
LTC Steve Overstreet, Produa 
Manager for Combat Training 
Centers. and Dave Manning have 
been active in this program. 
Marming is on a six month assign-
ment to PM TRADE specifically 
to serve as Program Manager. 
For more information. contaa 
Mr. Heatb at (Autovon) 9604370 
or (407) 380-4370. 
Training symposium videos available 
The Training Technology Sym-
posium held in March by 
TRADOC's Futures Training 
Division was videotaped and ed-
ited 10 eight hours. High level 
speakers from industry addressed 
more than a dozen general officers 
at the symposium. held at Fon 
Leavenwortb, Kansas. 
The video set includes the 
opening and closing remarks by 
General Tburman, Commander. 
TRADOC, and excerpts from 13 
presentations. For information on 
the aVailability of the video set, 
contact LTC Bill Samuelson at 
(804) 727-4265. or write : 
LTC Samuelson, TRADOC 
Futures Training Division 
Department of the Anny 
Fl Monroe. Virginia 23651 
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promising and the resulting detec-
tor devices may be relatively inex-
pensive . . 
Simulaser Corporation is work-
ing under a conuact through PM 
TRADE's Broad Agency An-
nouncement to conduct this proj-
ect Theirdesigngoalistodemon-
strate sucesssful pairing through a 
30 meter fog oil1:loud and a \0 
meter dust cloud at ranges up to 4 
Ian. Theprototypesystemissched-
uled fortesting during FY90 at the 
N ationa! Training Center, Ft Irwin, 
California. 
If the Sf OM equipmentproves 
reliable and effecth'e, it will be 
considered for incorporation in 
next generation MiLES training 
devices and Tank Weapon Gun-
nery Simulation System/Precision 
Gunnery System (TWGS/PGS) 
training devices. 
Mr. Surtrigh may be reacbed at 
(Autovon) 9604351 or 407/380-
4351 for further informatiolL 
Do you want to be added to the mailing list? Complete 
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1ST hosts workshop 
A workshop to address the es-
tablishment of technical standards 
for the interopearability of defense 
simulations will be held August 
22-23 by the Institue for Simula-
tion and Training for the Depart-
ment of Defense. 
If interested, contact Brian 
Goldiez at (407) 658-5015 , or 
write: ISf,12424ResearchPark-
way, Suite 300, Orlando, FL 
32826. 
Training Systems and Devices is 
published quarterly under contract of 
PM TRADE to the Institute for 
Simulation and Training, University of 
Central Florida. Statements and 
opinions expressed are not necessarily 
those of the Department of the Army. 
Send proposed articles or letters to: 
Editor 
Training Systems and Devices 
Institute for Simulation and 
Training 
Research Pavilion, Suite 300 
t 2424 Research Parkway 
Orlandio, R 32826 





















Fields of Endeavor 
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Fields of Endeavor 
Engagement Simulation and Instrumentation 
L MANPRINT 
2. Performance Assesment 
3. Embedded training 
4. Simulation 
5. CBI/IVD/CAI 
6. Training & cost Effective Models 
7. Networking Simulators 
8. Fiber optics 
9. Image Processing 
10. Image Display 
11. Low Cost Visual 
12. Expert systems 
13. Perceptual Learning 
14 . Experimental Classroom 
15. Instructor/Trainee 
16 . Authoring System 
17 . Laser disk 
18. Simulation Complexity Studies 
19. Performance Measurement and Evaluation 
20. Interactive Tasks/ Skills 
21. Comprehensive Skills 
22. Group Dynamics 
23. High Work Loads 
24. Supervisory Controls 
25 . Knowledge Acquisition 
26. Trainee station Design 
27. Instuctor Console Design 
28. Adaptive Learning 
29. competency Based Training 





































Instructor/Trainee Console Design 
Modular Design 










Trainee station Design 
Instructor Console design 




















2100 Low cost/complexity Simulation 
1. Training and Cost Effective Models 
2. Low Cost Visual 
3: CBI/CAI/IVD 
4. simulation Complexity Studies 
5. Modular Design 


































Visual simulation Technology 
simulation 
Rapid Database Generation 
CBIjIVDjCAI -
Rapid Scene Genaration 
AI 
Networking Simulators 







Simulation complexity Studies 



































Training Acquisition Technology 
Performance Assesment 
Embedded Training 
Instructor/Trai nee Console Design 
Personnel Selection and Retention 
Training & Cost Effective Models 
Experimental Classroom 
Instructor/Trainee 
Performance Measurement & Evaluation 
Interactive Task/Skills 
Comprehensive ski lls 
Group Dynamics 
Competency Based Training 
sustainment Training 
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Competency Based Training 
Comprehensive Skills 
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